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OUR VISION

Every city has a story to tell!
When I think of Istanbul, I rely on my personal experience visiting the city years ago.
Key concepts such as 'celebration', ‘the Blue Mosque', 'Ottoman Emperors', ‘bazaar',
and 'the junction of the two continents of Europe and Asia' come to mind. A true
fusion of history and modernity. The implementation of these elements was my
inspiration to start designing as a guest designer at the Table Design Exhibition
Event, Istanbul Capital of Celebrations
I am happy to be able to work with passionate people to put together this
design project, from the event organizers to the members of my team, the
distinguished event designers everybody is bringing the best of them to
work to make Istanbul shine on the map of floral design.

.
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THE STORY

Inspired by the city of Istanbul's rich cultural and historical heritage, we
have created a floral story that merges the design signature style of
Tomas De Bruyne with emblematic symbols of this one-of-a-kind City
of Celebrations.
Everything in Istanbul is a source of inspiration! The fact that it
physically connects two continents transforms it into a model of
cultural affluence, creating opportunities for people from all over the
world to experience it in a unique way. 'Capital of Celebration' is the
perfect description for this amazing city, which has been influencing
the world with its beauty, richness, and dynamism for centuries.
For the Table Design Exhibition, Tomas De Bruyne has envisioned a
design that blends into Istanbul, by borrowing specific symbolic
elements such as colors or motifs, and integrating them into the lush,
unique style of floral architectural creations he is known for. The final
outcome tells a story of uniqueness and dedication, cultural fusion, and
worldwide collaboration.
By presenting the unique beauty of the most exclusive flowers in the
world, Tomas De Bruyne brings to life a dream design by merging
styles, connecting people, and creating an unimaginable experience.
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About Our
Company
At Tomas De Bruyne Bespoke Unique Floral Experiences Worldwide, we
specialize in architectural and conceptual floral space design and
deliver the ultimate floral experiences.
Tomas De Bruyne is an internationally renowned floral artist with the
skill, knowledge, and talent to create breathtaking large-scale floral art
installations for various celebrations. From royal weddings to big fat
Indian weddings, to grand public and corporate events. Every
celebration sparks my creativity and craftsmanship. We are committed
to creating unique floral art that leaves a strong imprint in your mind
and brings any celebration to the next level.
Tomas De Bruyne Bespoke Unique Floral Experiences Worldwide is the
perfect partner for wedding & event companies, decor & production
houses, conference & festival organisers, event promoters, corporates,
or individuals looking to make their event magical and wanting to wow
their guests/audience.

Click here
to download
our brochure
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THE DESIGNERS

Welcome to the World’s First International Table Design Exhibition
ISTANBUL, CAPITAL OF CELEBRATIONS
Experience one of the kind event, in the presence of Celebrity designers, the
experts of extravagant weddings where they will create a table design in the
theme of İstanbul beauty and magnificence. A unique İstanbul experience with
table designs, panels, concerts and gastronomic experiences.
Table Design Exhibition
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WHO is
TOMAS?
Tomas De Bruyne is a floral architect who is now on a mission to express the
language of flowers beyond any boundaries. His goal is to create artistic designs
within the customer's commercial framework.
He is a trendsetter, globetrotter, entrepreneur, influencer, esthete... , director and
founder of Tomas De Bruyne Floral Experiences Worldwide, specializing in largescale floral art installations for weddings, private and social events. As the poet
among the floral event designers, De Bruyne’s original style and personal urge for
everything that is beautiful make his creations extraordinary. His ability to create
magical (floral) installations is because of this power to create concepts playing in
space design where he combines functionality with the aesthetics. Blending unseen
creativity with functionality and perfect execution designed by him became is the
signature stamp of class, finesse and unbridled passion for perfection.
Author of over 15 books, Tomas De Bruyne is an international floral designer who
reached the top by winning multiple international awards. From personal decorator
for the Swarovski family over doing multiple large-scale floral installations for Indian
weddings to the Senior Advisor for the Olympic Games in Beijing, he creates artistic
designs within the customers’ commercial framework.
In 2005 he was honored with a new variety of Gloriosa lily flower which was officially
named after him with Princess Nora, wife of HRH Prince Saud of KSA as patroness.
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OUR TEAM
The team makes the story enfold in all its beauty!

Tuba Oskan, EMC
Istanbul-based floral designer Tuba Oskan has been creating floral wonders in
her studio, Natura Karma since 2014. Tuba’s formal floral design education began
at Judith Blackclock’s Flower School in London in 2013 and continued with Jane
Packer Flower School in London. She completed eleven seminars of Gregor Lersch
including ’5 days 5 stories’, ‘3 days 3 stories’, and ‘Wedding Designs’ in Cologne
and recently attended ‘Interior and Space Design’ at Nicole School in Moscow.
Also in January 2018, Tuba graduated the European Master Certification floral
educational program in Belgium. Tuba travels extensively for her continued
education as a floral designer and to showcase her designs throughout Turkey
and Europe.

Barbara Astbury, EMC
Barbara is an EMC graduate since 2021 and an experienced and UK-qualified
florist, Horticulturalist, and Certified Horticultural Therapist. Her experience covers
a broad range of floral work, from being part of a team specialized in decorating
horse racing events in the UK, to being an instructor of floristry in a local college
and later designing gardens and landscaping for over 6 years. She now owns a
flower shop in the beautiful countryside of Priors Marston, Warwickshire, England,
and focuses on using only the freshest hi-grade seasonal flowers and where
possible, eco-friendly products.
Barbara has a passion for all things floral, she loves creating with flowers and
wants to bring the joy of flowers to as many people as possible. Her current
largest project is introducing Horticultural therapy sessions into the clinical wards
and looking to develop a garden space for the patients of the Frailty Unit within
the Warwickshire Hospital.

Patricia Balogh, EMC
Patricia is a very young designer who has been working in the flower industry for
about 4 years and she is an EMC graduate on top of her majoring in interior
design at the Art University in Timisoara, Romania.
She owns her flower shop in her local town in Romania and is an ambitious and
vivacious designer who loves to also freelance for large-scale events. Her energy
and passion for work are contagious and she always delivers beyond
expectations, despite her very young age.
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OUR TEAM
The team makes the story enfold in all its beauty!

Tom Brawn, EMC
Tom Brawn lives and works in the west of Ireland .
A process of transformation and emotional connection anchored in vivid
childhood memories informs Tom's work to the present day as he strives to
create atmospheres that subtlety change perception. In 1992 he opened his
flower shop and today concentrates on weddings and events. He has a parallel
practice as a multidisciplinary artist working in text, print, audiovisual and
installation and holds a BA in Art and Design from the Atlantic Technological
University of Ireland. He has exhibited in various exhibitions in Ireland and his work
is primarily concerned with the emotional response of a person to their
environment.
Studying under Tomas de Bruyne he received the European Master Certificate in
Floristry in 2021. This has opened a new approach to the handling of botanical
materials in a more sensory and sculptural way and both informs and helps
combine his artistic and floristry practice.

Diana Toma, EMC
Freelance designer and passionate florist, Diana is originally from Romania, and
now lives in Belgium with her family. She is also part of the EMC Core Team and
coaches other floral designers on their journey for the EMC certification. She is
also coordinating the blogging team of the organisation.
Diana also travels for large scale installations with Tomas De Bruyne,
coordinating the implementation of designs on location, as a project manager.
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ALL IN THE
DETAIL
over 4000 of the most
beautiful roses in the world,
produced by Alexandra
Farms, were shipped all the
way from Colombia for this
installation

specially dyed, exclusive
tulips have been brought in
especially for this design,
referencing the traditional
Istanbul tulip in a very
contemporary manner

curtesy of the sponsor, Karaka,
details of local decorations were
integrated in the table design to
add authenticity to the
installation

8000 flowers
250 globees were flew in from Holland
10 team members from 5 different countries have
travelled 10.500 km to bring the installation to life
the TDB team adds up to over 100 years of
experience in floristry between the team
members
responsible cultivation of the flowers we are
using is important, which is why we work with 2
growers who are growing flowers with the
ecological impact in mind

Pantone Turkish blue
was the color of
inspiration for the design
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OUR PARTNERS
01 ALEXANDRA FARMS

02 FLORIATE

Alexandra Farms is a boutique grower
Floriate believes in a greener world that starts at
specializing in nostalgic, romantic, fresh cut
home. That’s why we make products that make
garden roses. Our farm is located in the
your environment greener. That you reuse instead
incredibly fertile savanna of Bogotá, high in the of throw away. That are produced more
Andes Mountains of Colombia. The warm days sustainable. That combine stylish design with
and cool nights are perfect for growing roses.
functionality. And which are also affordable.
Our garden roses are hand-cut, hand-graded
So that we contribute to a more beautiful, greener
and hand-packed by caring, rose-loving people. and healthier environment. For everyone.
Join our movement!
WEBSITE
WEBSITE

03 VIP ROSES
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04 KARACA

PASSIONATE, INNOVATIVE, CURIOUS & PROUD.
In their 3.5 hectares of greenhouse, the Sassen
brothers produce an array of breathtaking
roses. They are however far from typical. Their
passion for the beauty of a rose has led them
to source out some of the most stunning
varieties.

Karaca continues to move forward with the
responsibility of being a leading design brand. It
reveals its difference by designing what no one
can imagine. Believing in the limitlessness of
success, he pushes the limits. It always carries
the excitement of sharing the most valuable
thing with you.

WEBSITE

WEBSITE
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ORGANISATION
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KM Events is the leading luxurious weddings
and
events
company
located
in
Istanbul,Turkey. The company has 27 years of
experience especially in luxurious destination
weddings and events and welcomed many
couples from all around the world including
Azerbaijan, Russia, Iran, Saudi Arabia, UAE,
Pakistan and India.
Since its opening in 1995, KM Events hosted VIP
guests such as Pope Benedict XVI, George
Bush, Tony Blair, Chirac, Schröder and
Aliyev.The luxurious services of KM Events
includes Wedding and Event Planning, Design
& Production. With its professional wedding &
event team, KM Events continuously creates
customized and prestigious weddings in
Turkey, Europe and Middle East. KM Events
provides its services in all parts of the world
The Founder President of KM Events, Meltem
Bayazıt Tepeler,has been the Founder
President of Turkish Event Association ‘YEPUD’,
the only association in the event industry in
Turkey, between 2007-2014.
Since establishing KM Events in 1995, she has
hosted many important international projects
in the special events and wedding industry
and made KM Events one of the leading
wedding & event company in Turkey and
around the region by distributing the KM
Events vision to different parts of the world.

Founded in 1995, focused on integrated
communication events.
While we shape the dreams of all our partners,
we desire to add value to their projects,
environment and life as well as providing
quality,
sustainable,
time-saving
and
excellence targeting services.
OUR VISION:
Being the first to come to mind and the most
preferred
sustainable and global service brand on
creative event management.
OUR MISSION:
Providing qualified and sustainable leading
event services that powered by inspiration,
knowledge,
experience and resources to add value to the
ecosystem we exist in.
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